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Research and Status
“scholarship at gunpoint”
(Jacques Barzun)
“institutional isomorphism”
(Philip Altbach)
“disengagement pact”
(George Kuh)

No Correlation

University leaders recognize the need to
re-think the traditional university model:
• Compelling critiques (1)
• Inexhaustible interest (2)
• Distracted engagement (3, 4, 9)
• Tantalizing technology (5)
• Unaffordable inflation (6, 7, 8)
Need university + government leadership
to overcome tendencies to stay the course:
• Competition over status (9)
• Teaching-research orthodoxy (10)
• Reluctance to differentiate (11)
• Distorted labour markets (6, 12, 13)
• Skepticism of other models (14)

CPI-adjusted Revenue per Student
(Ontario, 1987-2008)

student fees

provincial grant
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Compensation Cost for One-term Course
•
•

Full-time prof. ($100,000 x 1.2)/4 = $30,000
Sessional instructor (with PhD) = $7,500

Academic Supply and Demand (Ontario)
Gains from Specialization

20% more
teaching
+
20% more
research
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Scenario A: 100%: 40-40-20 Scenario B: 30%: 20-60-20;
teaching-research-service
70%: 60-20-20

•
•
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5 PhD holders for every full-time faculty
4.4 new PhDs (2,100 grads; 1,400 immigrants)
for every prof reaching retirement age

California Publics (UC + CSU) relative to Ontario Universities
•
•
•
•
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California average faculty salary 15% lower than Ontario
California average teaching load 32% higher than Ontario
California students get 55% more teaching from full-time faculty
California spends 21% less on faculty time for research but has 5
universities in THE’s Top 40, and has had 27 Nobels since 1995
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Ten hard questions that university leaders
(administrative, finance and academic) should ask
1. Who actually does the teaching at our university, as between full-time
faculty, sessional teachers, and graduate students, by year and
program of study? How are their relative roles changing over time?
2. What are the actual teaching loads of our full-time faculty? How many
courses does the typical faculty member teach, in each department,
and how has this changed in recent years?
3. What is the actual class size experienced by the average student, by
year, by program of study? If a student takes 10 courses a year, how
many are large lectures, and how many are smaller classes?
4. How is the teaching and research performance of our faculty being
assessed, and how do our practices compare to others (e.g., where
faculty submit detailed activity reports of teaching, research and
service contributions within days of the reporting year)?
5. What flexibility is in place so that individual faculty can focus on
research or on teaching, depending on their strengths?
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Ten hard questions that university leaders
(administrative, finance and academic) should ask
6. How many of our new PhD students say that they want to become
full-time professors when they graduate? How many actually do? If
our institution accepted fewer PhD students, could we re-allocate
faculty time and resources to undergraduate teaching?
7. How much of our online teaching budget is devoted to developing
courses that could be acquired at lower cost from other universities?
8. How much are we spending on advertising whose purpose is to
promote our own reputation? What evidence is there that this
advertising impresses anyone but ourselves?
9. Given the special challenges of collective bargaining in our sector
(employees are part of the employer bargaining team, no institution
can afford the reputational damage of a strike), is it possible to
negotiate agreements that are financially sustainable and that maintain
the quality of students’ education? If not, should we start asking for
new collective bargaining arrangements for the university sector?
10.What are we doing to promote transparency in costs, workload, output
and performance?
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A simple transparency initiative:
• Encourage all faculty to have a web
page with a current CV and a link to
their Google Scholar profile
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Conclusions on re-thinking the
traditional university model
• Given the likely fiscal/economic/demographic environment, in
order to preserve quality there should be substantial, sensible
change within existing universities and in the design of some
university systems
Follow the debate on policy
options for Ontario at
• Everyone staying the course would
www.academicreform.ca
be a recipe for steady decline in the
quality of both teaching and research
• Sensible change is not inevitable
• We need university + government
leadership
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